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The great Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth and fortune. She is renowned across all of India as the

most beneficent goddess of the Hindu Pantheon. She not only bestows wealth and fortune in the

material world, but also the spiritual. That is the beauty of Lakshmi. When you call upon her , she

prepares you for wealth and fortune from the inside out. Often it happens very quickly and in some

cases, it can take some time. In either case, she is very responsive.In this book, we will tap into the

8 manifestations of this great Goddess. These 8 emanations will help you achieve wealth and

prosperity in more than one area of life. Unlike her some of her fellow goddesses, she is gentile.

She is not a Kali or a Druga, she will approach you gently.In the next chapter, we will discuss the

idea of the divine feminine and then we will discuss Lakshmi in a bit more detail and then get right to

business.Let us begin.
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Normally I wouldn't review a book about Magick two days after first trying the Magick but this book

as I have experienced it is a stunningly effective way to have a personal encounter with Lakshmi,not

once but pretty much whenever you turn your mind to her.I am still at the stage where I think every



success in magick is exciting ,and I have had alot of success with the Magick I've done but this was

exceptional even in respect to those. Baal kadmon is very clearly all about helping people improve

their lives with magic-He's got a website where he answers questions from his readers but also just

helps people understand magick for themselves.His magick isn't for looking clever it's just about

results,and you get them with the magick he teaches but this particular book will take your breath

away and I say that having worked the magick for only two days.UPDATE:I've been using this

magick for a couple of months now and have got some really impressive results;very promising

business offers,a payrise,a well paid job in the UK for my son, a study trip to Vietnam for my

daughter and a very noticable improvement in the general quality of my life.Once you have a solid

contact to Lakshmi you don't need to chant,she has then become your ally and trusted friend,pretty

amazing,like all Baal Kadmons books.

This book is small, but very consistent. The Mantras are not always easy to read, though there is

always the most faithful translation in English of each one of the Mantras which, by the way, they

are all pretty powerful ones. I truly appreciate the work of this author, Thank you!

Not as much information and instruction as I was hoping for....but for the price, I'm glad I bought it.

Surely there are other books published by bigger companies with way more information as to rites

and rituals.....

As someone who loves her mother goddess, this is a cute little reference book if you need to look

up something. There are spelling mistakes in the pages and most of these mantras can be found on

the internet. However, I am going to add in additional information since there is enough blank

spaces to aid in my own practice. This book was not horrible but it was not what I was expecting it to

be. Like I said, a good reference book. If you're looking for a book about the mantras, this is it. If not,

look elsewhere. Also, another thing that bothered me was the cover. When I received the book it

was pixilated meaning they didn't use a high enough resolution. As a graphic designer, this is sort of

a flaw as well. But that's just my opinion.
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